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Study of the relaxation process during InGaAs ÕGaAs „001… growth
from in situ real-time stress measurements

M. U. González,a) Y. González, and L. González
Instituto de Microelectro´nica de Madrid (CNM-CSIC), C/ Isaac Newton, 8 (PTM), 28760-Tres Cantos
(Madrid), Spain

~Received 19 February 2002; accepted 2 October 2002!

Strain evolution during In0.2Ga0.8As/GaAs ~001! growth by molecular beam epitaxy has been
monitored in real time. We have detected that three main relaxation stages, related to different
mechanisms, take place during growth, and we have obtained the thickness range where those
mechanisms are active. Thein situ measured relaxation behavior in the plastic stages has been
described by means of a simple equilibrium model that takes into account dislocations generation
and interaction between them. The excellent agreement between the experimental data and the
model allows us to determine the value of the formation energy per unit length of a misfit dislocation
and the extent of the interaction between dislocations in this material system. ©2002 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1524303#
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Lattice mismatched heteroepitaxy constitutes a curr
approach in semiconductor technology. On one hand, f
strained layers are incorporated in optoelectronic dev
taking advantage of the modification of the band structure
strain. On the other hand, relaxed buffer layers can be in
duced to change substrate lattice parameter in orde
achieve actual band-gap engineering without lattice par
eter restrictions. Any of these applications requires
knowledge of strain evolution in the layers and the relaxat
mechanisms involved.

Up until now, it has been clearly established for m
matched heteroepitaxial growth that, initially, the lay
grows pseudomorphically and thus strained, accumula
elastic strain energy. With increasing accumulated elastic
ergy the layer becomes metastable, and it begins to relax
critical thickness,hc .1 Relaxation in strained layers take
place mainly through the formation of misfit dislocation
although elastic relaxation phenomena might be impor
either for thin enough layers or for growth conditions whe
dislocation formation is inhibited. Several mechanisms h
been identified for the generation of misfit dislocations, su
as bending of threading dislocations coming from t
substrate,1 nucleation of new dislocations,2 and multiplica-
tion phenomena.3 Other studied processes appearing dur
relaxation are work hardening effects due to dislocatio
interaction.4–6 Different theoretical and empirical models1–7

have dealt with strain evolution, based on some of the afo
mentioned mechanisms and even incorporating kin
effects.8 However, and despite the huge effort dedicated,
mechanisms involved during the relaxation process of III
mismatched layers have not been fully determined yet a
consequently, there is no model able to predict the wh
strain evolution. This could be partly due to experimen
data scattering, since most of the experimental work
been done by measuring with different techniques the fi
strain state in many samples, for which differences~although
small! in composition and growth conditions are unavo
able.

a!Electronic mail: ujue@imm.cnm.csic.es
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In this letter, we present the strain evolution during t
growth of In0.2Ga0.8As/GaAs by molecular beam epitax
~MBE!, obtainedin situ with a real-time stress measureme
technique.9–11 This provides accurate experimental data
the whole relaxation process during the growth of a sin
sample. From these data, we have observed that three
stages related to different relaxation mechanisms take p
during growth, and we have established the thickness ra
for those stages. First, an initial elastic relaxation regim
growth rate dependent, takes place.12 With increasing layer
thickness, two new relaxation stages appear showing no
netic effects associated with the growth rate. By means o
simple equilibrium model that involves dislocations gene
tion and interaction between them, we have accurately
scribed the relaxation evolution measuredin situ for those
two last stages and, from the fitting of our experimental da
we have determined the values of the formation energy
misfit dislocations and the dislocations interaction extent
this material system.

Samples were grown by MBE on on-axis Si-doped Ga
~001! epiready substrates with a nominal threading dislo
tion density of 104 cm22. After oxide thermal desorption, a
100 nm thick GaAs buffer layer was grown at substrate te
peratureTs5580 °C. The InxGa12xAs layers, with a nomi-
nal In content ofx50.2, were grown atTs5500 °C using
two different growth rates, 0.2 and 0.5 monolayers per s
ond ~ML/s!. The in situ and real-time strain measuremen
were performed by following during growth the stres
induced substrate curvature through the deflection of a la
beam.9–11 For this purpose, the GaAs substrates were sha
as cantilevers and mounted on a special holder that all
them bending freely~see inset in Fig. 1 for measureme
geometry!. The substrate curvature,k, is related to layer
stress by the Stoney’s equation:9 Ss5(Mshs

2k)/6, wherehs

is the substrate thickness, Ms is the biaxial modulus of the
substrate andSs, which we call layer accumulated stress,
the stress incorporated by the deposited material integr
over the layer thickness. From the accumulated stress,
average layer strain can be calculated (Ss5M«h, with « as
the layer strain, M as the layer biaxial modulus, andh as the
2 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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layer thickness!.9,11 In order to check thein situ obtained
values, composition and final strain of the In0.2Ga0.8As layers
were also measured after growth with high-resolution x-
diffraction ~XRD! technique.

Figure 1 shows thein situ measured accumulated stres
Ss, during growth of a 450 nm thick In0.2Ga0.8As sample at
r g50.5 ML/s. The data shown in Fig. 1 are, without a
treatment, proportional to thein situ measured quantity. As
we can see in Fig. 1, the accumulated stress increases
early during the first 40 nm. This corresponds to the init
pseudomorphic growth, where each deposited monolaye
corporates the amount of stress corresponding to the m
strain,«0 . We want to note that a thickness of 40 nm is w
above Matthews critical thickness.1 However, the mechanism
proposed by Matthews causes a very small relaxation~not
detectable with the presently used measurement config
tion! due to the limited number of sources,7,12 and then in
this range pseudomorphic growth is still considered. Fr
the initial accumulated stress slope, the composition of
InGaAs layer can be determined, beingx50.2 for the sample
shown in Fig. 1. The values determined by postgrowth XR
measurements of In composition (x50.2) and final accumu-
lated stress~open circle in Fig. 1! are in total agreement with
the in situ obtained ones, ensuring the quantitative validity
the in situ measurements during the whole growth proces

As growth proceeds past 40 nm, we observe a sl
change in the accumulated stress, indicating the onset o
laxation. The evolution ofSs curve from this point clearly
shows three different behaviors, delimited by dashed line
Fig. 1. From 40 to 65 nm,Ss increases in a nonlinear way
between 65 and 110 nm,Ss remains constant and from 11
nm on, it increases again in a quasilinear way. This indica
the existence of three stages in the relaxation process,
different mechanisms involved. Since both kinetic and eq
librium mechanisms have been considered dur
relaxation,1–8 we have performed stress measurements at
ferent growth rates to discriminate between the two sit
tions.

Figure 2 shows the strain evolution obtained for tw
InGaAs layers grown at 0.2 and 0.5 ML/s. We have norm
ized the strain to the misfit value and the thickness to

FIG. 1. In situ measured accumulated stress,Ss, during growth of 450 nm
In0.2Ga0.8As/GaAs by molecular beam epitaxy at 0.5 ML/s. Dotted lin
delimit the different relaxation stages. The continuous straight line re
sents pseudomorphic growth. The open circle is the final accumulated s
calculated from XRD measurements. The inset shows the measureme
ometry.
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Matthews critical thickness value for each layer in order
discard differences due to small changes in sample In c
position. The dashed lines delimit the observed relaxat
stages. The first stage of relaxation depends on the gro
rate, as can be seen in Fig. 2. The onset of this stage cha
with the particular growth conditions, but it is reproducib
around 40 nm for 0.5 ML/s and 30 nm for 0.2 ML/s. Corr
lation of the stress measurements with alsoin situ morphol-
ogy evolution data have allowed us to identify this as
elastic relaxation stage, as has been published elsewhere12 In
the other two stages, the strain behavior coincides for b
growth rates even though the growth time is 2.5 times lar
for the sample grown at 0.2 ML/s than for the other one. T
means that the relaxation is not limited by kinetic constrai
in those stages for the growth rates and substrate temp
tures employed in this work, thus allowing us to consider
relaxation behavior there as an equilibrium process. Thi
to be expected for InGaAs/GaAs, since growth takes plac
high temperatures relative to the brittle/ductile behavior tr
sition, and then no kinetic constrains for dislocation velo
ties are expected;3 it constitutes a main difference with th
SiGe/Si system, for which kinetic limitations are frequen
found.

From now on, we will discuss the main mechanism
involved in the two last relaxation stages by using an eq
librium model. Fontaineet al.13 proposed a simple mode
that predictsSs behavior associated with dislocations form
tion. This model assumes that the total energy per unit a
of the layer isE5Eel1Edisl , whereEel5Mh«2 is the stored
elastic energy andEdisl5(2/b)j0(«02«) is the energy con-
sumed by the dislocations needed to relax the layer from
misfit strain«0 to «, assuming that all dislocations are of th
60° type.j0 is the formation energy of a new dislocation p
unit length andb is the Burgers vector of the dislocation
Then, minimizing the total energy at a given thickness,
obtain:

Ss5M«h5j0b5constant. ~1!

This is the behavior we have found in our layers between
and 110 nm~see Fig. 1!. So, we can associate this sta
~stage II! in relaxation with the formation of new disloca
tions, and strain evolution here can be described under

-
ss

ge-

FIG. 2. Normalized strain evolution versus normalized thickness dur
growth of two In0.2Ga0.8As/GaAs layers at two different growth rates, 0
and 0.5 ML/s, obtained fromin situ accumulated stress measurements. T
dotted lines delimit the different relaxation stages~stage I is different for the
two growth rates, I0.2ÞI0.5). The dashed line in stages II and III correspon
to the strain behavior obtained from Eq.~2!.
IP license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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simple law«h5constant. This result was also obtained
Dunstanet al.3,14 based on geometrical considerations
stead of energetic arguments. They found, after postgro
characterization of a large number of samples, the empir
law «h50.860.1 nm for the InGaAs case.3 In our case, the
constant value, more accurately determined, is 0.75 nm
In0.2Ga0.8As/GaAs~001!. The value we obtain for the forma
tion energy of a dislocation isj053.431028 J/m, in good
agreement with theoretically calculated values.13 Misfit dis-
locations can be generated either by nucleation of half lo
or by multiplication of previously existing dislocations, b
our present measurements cannot provide any informatio
the predominant mechanism.

As growth proceeds, we can see in Figs. 1 and 2 that
Ss and« behaviors diverge from the previous law, showi
a reduction in the relaxation rate. Several models have c
sidered interaction between dislocations in layers with h
dislocation density as responsible for these kinds of effe
related to work hardening phenomena.4–6 To interpret our
experimental results, we have extended the above desc
model by introducing a new term in the formation energy p
unit length of a dislocation, which accounts for the intera
tion of the dislocation with the dislocation array alrea
present in the layer:j5j01j int . j int depends on the distanc
between dislocations and on the layer thickness,4–6 and for
large thickness and high dislocation density it can be
pressed as:5,6 j int5A(«02«)h, where A is a constant. In
order to use this expression for lower density and sma
thickness, we have combined it with Dodson’s approach4 that
considers the dislocation interaction extent. Within this a
proach, A is not a constant butA5A8Sn , with Sn

5( i 51
n 1/i , n being the number of dislocations interactin

which depends on the interaction extent. Although Dods
took the interaction extent to be the layer thickness, we h
left it as a fitting parameter. In fact, we do not need to
sume any value for this parameter since we have continu
experimental data of« evolution during the whole relaxatio
process, and the value can thus be determined from the
sition point between stages II and III. Then, the total ene
of the layer is:E5M«2h1(j01j int)(2/b)(«02«), and after
minimization, we obtain:

«h5S 11
2A8Sn

Mb D 21F j0

Mb
1

2A8Sn

Mb
«0hG . ~2!
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By fitting A8 and n ~using our obtained valuej053.4
31028 J/m), the strain obtained from thein situ measure-
ments can be described with this equation for both stage
and III. The dashed line plotted in Fig. 2 shows the go
agreement between the measured strain values and Eq~2!.
From then fitting value, we have obtained the dislocatio
interaction extent to be 0.6h.

Summarizing, we have performedin situ stress measure
ments during the growth of InGaAs/GaAs~001! layers. From
the accumulated stress behavior measured, we can di
guish different stages in the relaxation process and determ
their thickness range. We have developed a simple equ
rium model that describes the experimental data obtaine
the plastic relaxation regimes. This model allows us to obt
the value of the formation energy of a misfit dislocation a
the dislocations interaction extent in this material system
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